Can Good Intentions
Backfire
in
Labor?
A Closer Look at Continuous Electronic Fetal Monitoring (EFM)
1960s:

1970s:

Continuous electronic fetal
monitoring (EFM) was introduced
for high-risk labors1

2000s:

EFM became a routine
part of maternity care2

A 2006 survey of new mothers
revealed 76% had continuous
EFM during labor3

EFM was designed with good intentions, to help diagnose fetal stress
during labor and provide early warning of a baby in trouble.

?

SO DOES
CONTINUOUS
EFM WORK AS
INTENDED

NO. EVIDENCE SHOWS IT:
X
X

Does not improve well-being of baby4
Can restrict mom to bed

Situations where continuous EFM
may be recommended:
Labor is induced or
sped up with Pitocin

Baby’s heart rate changes
or shows that more
monitoring is needed

You have an epidural

You or your baby have a
health problem that makes
your birth high-risk

X
X

Frequently gives false signals of a
baby in trouble
EFM records can be confusing, leading to
an increased risk of a cesarean delivery

Avoid unnecessary EFM:

Find a care provider
who doesn’t require
routine use of
continuous EFM

Talk to your care
provider about
intermittent monitoring
with handheld devices,
instead of constant
electronic monitoring

Ask whether your
place of birth offers
wireless monitors
(“telemetry units”)

If your situation requires continuous EFM – here are a few tips:

Go Wireless

Hit Mute

Ask to use a wireless telemetry
device so you can walk around

Turn down or turn off the beeping
sound if it is distracting to you

Continue to Move
Change positions in and out of bed
as much as the EFM wires allow

Hit Pause
Get disconnected for regular
bathroom breaks or a shower which
can also help manage pain. Even
walking a little can help move
baby down and out

There’s much more to know about safe monitoring during labor.
Take a Lamaze class to learn about your options.
PUSH FOR THE SAFEST, HEALTHIEST BIRTH POSSIBLE. VISIT WWW.LAMAZE.ORG/PUSHFORYOURBABY TO LEARN MORE.
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